THE 2ND INTERVIEW
2ND INTERVIEW ALLOWS YOU TO SAY WHAT YOU DIDN’T SAY
• The second interview will provide you with the opportunity to expand upon your responses from the first
interview. Review the notes you took during that interview to see what you might have missed talking
about and what you could clarify or add.
• You can ask for additional meetings with staff, especially the people you might be working with, to make
sure the job and the company/organization is a good fit for you.
ARE YOU ASKING MANY QUESTIONS ? NO .
• You were invited to interview for a second time so chances are good that you are in contention for the
available position.
• Use this for your advantage – it’s appropriate to ask a lot of questions.
DRESS PROFESSIONAL – EVEN IF THE WORKPLACE IS CASUAL
• Dress in your best interview attire, unless you are told otherwise.
• If the interviewer mentions that you can dress down, business casual attire would be the most appropriate.
This might occur if your second interview includes a site visit, tour of a facility, or some other active
component.
BE P REPARED FOR A LONG DAY
• Ask for an itinerary so you know what to expect.
• Often times you will be interviewing with a group or multiple groups.
• You will need to answer/address industry specific scenarios or questions.
• Continue to sell yourself – your skills, abilities, attributes, knowledge, experiences.
• Watch out for tricky questions – be prepared for off-the-wall questions coming from left field.
o These questions are usually asked to see how well you handle the question.
CONTINUE YOUR R ESEARCH
• Learn everything you can about the company.
• Search for the latest information and news.
• Visit message boards to research what is being discussed.
• Use social media to your advantage – Do they have a LinkedIn account?
• If you have a connection at that establishment, contact them to get some insider information on
management, staff, and the organization in general.
REVIEW INTERVIEW Q UESTIONS – PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE
• You can never practice too much.
• You want to sound prepared and confident.
• You may be asked the same questions from round one interview. Make sure you’re prepared on hearing
those again and having an appropriate response.

DINNER TIME
You may encounter an interview over a meal, especially if you’re having a full day of interviewing.
• Employers dine with candidates to gauge your communication, interpresonal skills, as well as manners.
• To prepare for an interview over a meal, brush up on your dining etiquette.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE OUR NEXT…
In some cases, you might be offered a job on the spot.
• You do not have to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ immediately. In fact, it probably is good practice not to say yes right
away, unless you are 110% sure that you want the job.
• Ask for time to think over and ask when the company or organization needs a decision by.
IT’S POLITE TO SAY ‘THANK YOU’
• Just as you did after your first interview, you want to send a thank you letter to everyone you interviewed
with.
• Yes, email is fine. If you’re unsure, ask the interviewers their preferred method of communication –
phone, email or hardcopy letter?
• Reiterate your interest in the position and company and remind them why you’re the right choice for the
position.
REMEMBER TO :
1. RESEARCH the company, organization, or agency with whom you will be interviewing.
2. PREPARE for Interview Questions.
3. THINK about your qualifications. Be sure you can verbalize them to a potential employer.
4. PRACTICE your communication skills.
5. PLAN for travel, if necessary.
6. ARRIVE 15 minutes early.
7. BRING extra copies of your resume (documents), a pen, and some paper.
8. MAKE sure you know how to properly pronounce the interviewer's name.
9. MAKE a positive second impression.
10. BE FAMILIAR with the interview structure – rapport, opener, exploration of facts, and conclusion
11. MAKE NOTES from your conversation with the interviewer(s).
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Example behavioral interview questions to practicing using the STAR method
__ - Tell me about a time when you did not communicate well. How did you correct
the situation?
Engaging in
dialogue that leads
to productive
outcomes and
points of
connection by
effectively
articulating one’s
self to individuals
within and outside
of one’s industry or
area of expertise.

__ - Describe a time when you effectively communicated something difficult to a
supervisor.
__ - Describe the most effective written document, report, or presentation you
completed. What made it effective and why are your particularly proud of it?
__ - Describe a situation when you were able to guide your interactions with a person
or group by effectively “reading” the situation.
__ - Tell me about a time when you had to “sell” an idea to your peers or co-workers.
How did you do it, and did they “buy” it?
__ - Describe a time when you kept other individuals informed about projects or
things that impacted their job or role.
__ - Tell me about a time when you communicated technical or field-related
information to individuals outside of your area of expertise.
__ - Describe a time when you disagreed with your supervisor.
__ - Tell me about at time when building a successful relationship was difficult.
What strategies did you employ and what was the result?

Developing
authentic and
mutually beneficial
relationships by
valuing everyone
and taking
responsibility for
one’s role within a
team.

__ - Tell me about a time when you demonstrated valuing someone who had a
different opinion than you.
__ - Give an example of how you built and maintained a professional relationship.
__ - Describe how you have contributed to your organization’s, department’s, or
employer’s goals.
__ - Tell me about a time when you worked on a team. What was your role and how
did you ensure you met your commitments to the team?
__ - Describe a time when you took personal accountability for a conflict and
initiated contact with the individual(s) involved to explain your actions.
__ - Describe a time when you helped a group capitalize on everyone’s strengths.

Being able to
recognize, respect,
develop, and
capitalize on the
unique strengths of
individuals from all
backgrounds and
being an active
member in a group
that achieves a
shared vision.

__ - Give a specific example of how you helped create an environment where
differences are valued, encouraged, and supported.
__ - Describe when you initiated a connection with someone from another culture.
__ - Tell me about a time when you delegated work to others. How did you decide
what to delegate to different individuals?
__ - Tell me about the most successful group or team experience. What made it
successful, and how have you worked to replicate that experience?
__ - Describe a time when you built or helped build motivation or enthusiasm
around a goal.
__ - Give an example of a time when the result of listening to a team member
resulted in solving a problem or achieving a goal.
__ - Tell me about a time when you worked with a group on establishing a plan to
reach a goal.

__ - What things have you done to become better qualified for your career?
__ - Tell me about a time when you needed to learn a new skill. How did you go
about developing this skill?
Taking the
initiative to further
enhance one’s skill
set and being
creative with ways
of thinking or
approaches that
allow for action,
reflection, failure,
and resilience in an
ever-changing
world.

__ - Describe a major change that occurred in a role you held. How did you adapt to
this change?
__ - Tell me about a situation in which you had to adjust to changes over which you
had no control. How did you handle it, and in looking back, would you do
anything differently?
__ - What do you do when priorities change quickly? Give an example of when this
happened.
__ - Describe a time when you failed and had to demonstrate resilience.
__ - Tell me about a time when you adjusted your style or approach when it was not
meeting the objectives.
__ - Give an example when you took initiative or went above and beyond. What was
the outcome?
__ - Describe a time when you made a suggestion to improve the work in an
organization/company/etc…

Seizing the
opportunity for
organizational
improvement that
prompts critical
thinking and
problem solving by
obtaining,
processing, and
synthesizing
information.

__ - Tell me about a time when you were particularly effective at prioritizing tasks
and completing a project on schedule.
__ - Describe a time when you had to analyze information and make a
recommendation. What kind of thought process did you go through and what
was your reasoning behind your recommendation?
__ - Describe a situation where you had a number of alternatives to consider. How
did you go about choosing one?
__ - Describe a time when you came up with a creative or innovative
solution/idea/project/report to a problem.
__ - Tell me about a time when you or a team you were on was caught off guard by
an unforeseen problem or obstacle.
__ - Describe a challenge you had in solving a technical problem. How did you solve
it, and how did you know what software or tools you needed?
__ - Tell me about a time when you sought out the opportunity to learn a new piece
of software or tool. How did you become proficient using it?

Employing current
and emerging
software and tools
to solve general and
industry-specific
challenges.

__ - Give an example of a time where you introduced someone else to a new
technological approach to solving a problem.
__ - Tell me about how technology played a role in a previous experience. How did
you feel about using the technology? What other technologies would have been
helpful?
__ - Provide an example of when you had to change how you approached your work
to adapt to using new technology. What were the challenges and opportunities
the new technology brought to your work?
__ - Describe a situation where you had to troubleshoot a technology problem.
__ - Tell me about a time when you approached your supervisor to recommend
implementing new software or tools. What did you see as the pro’s and con’s?

__ - What challenges did you face in a previous job or leadership role and how did
you handle them?
__ - What was the most competitive work situation you have experienced? How did
you handle it? What was the result?
Understanding
one’s strengths,
limitations,
emotions, and
biases in a variety of
situations and
articulating how
one’s interests,
skills, and values
align with
educational and
professional goals.

__ - Tell me about a time when you disagreed with a manager or boss. How did you
handle the situation, and in looking back, would you do anything differently?
__ - What kinds of decisions are the most difficult for you? Describe one.
__ - What is something you have done in the past to contribute towards a positive
work environment and how did you know it would be considered as positive?
__ - Describe a time when you recognized and overcame your biases.
__ - Tell me about a time when you were under extreme pressure. How did you
handle the situation?
__ - Recall a time when you were less than pleased with your performance.
__ - Tell me about the most useful criticism you ever received.
__ - Do you prefer to work with the “big picture” or the “details” in a situation and
why? Give an example of an experience that illustrates your preference.

Making choices and
consistently acting
in a manner that
displays integrity
(following internal
principles, morals,
and values) and
ethics (following
external laws, rules,
and norms) in
personal and
professional
settings.

Demonstrating the
continual
development of a
positive impression
or image in every
facet of life while
seeking feedback
from others to
ensure congruence
between one’s
intended and
perceived
reputation.

__ - Give a specific example of a time when there was no rule or precedent to help
you attack a problem.
__ - Tell me about a time when you worked in a situation where the rules and
guidelines were not explicit. How did you accomplish the task and what things
did you take into consideration that helped guide your decision making process?
__ - Describe a situation when you were in a moral or ethical dilemma.
__ - Give an example of how you have acted with integrity in a work environment.
__ - Tell me about a time when you had to handle a tough problem which
challenged fairness or ethical issues.
__ - On occasion we are confronted with peers being dishonest. Tell about such an
occurrence and how you handled it.
__ - Tell me about a time when you sought out feedback from others. What did you
learn about yourself?
__ - Describe a situation where you worked with the same group of people for an
extended period of time. How would they describe your strengths and areas for
improvement?
__ - Give an example where you adjusted your approach to working with a team after
receiving feedback from a peer or co-worker.
__ - Tell me about how you decided who to ask to serve as your references for this
position.
__ - Describe what has impressed you about a previous supervisor or colleague and
how you have tried to emulate that quality in your work.
__ - Tell me about a time when you put specific things in place to ensure your words
met your actions.

Engaging in dialogue that leads to
productive outcomes and points of
connection by effectively articulating one’s
self to individuals within and outside of
one’s industry or area of expertise.

Developing authentic and mutually
beneficial relationships by valuing
everyone and taking responsibility for
one’s role within a team.

Being able to recognize, respect, develop,
and capitalize on the unique strengths of
individuals from all backgrounds and
being an active member in a group that
achieves a shared vision.

Taking the initiative to further enhance
one’s skill set and being creative with ways
of thinking or approaches that allow for
action, reflection, failure, and resilience in
an ever-changing world.

Seizing the opportunity for organizational
improvement that prompts critical
thinking and problem solving by
obtaining, processing, and synthesizing
information.

Employing current and emerging software
and tools to solve general and industryspecific challenges.

Understanding one’s strengths,
limitations, emotions, and biases in a
variety of situations and articulating how
one’s interests, skills, and values align with
educational and professional goals.
Making choices and consistently acting in
a manner that displays integrity (following
internal principles, morals, and values)
and ethics (following external laws, rules,
and norms) in personal and professional
settings.
Demonstrating the continual development
of a positive impression or image in every
facet of life while seeking feedback from
others to ensure congruence between one’s
intended and perceived reputation.

